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Fischer-Tropsch synthesis




Commercially in operation in














• Microkinetic model accounts for the rate of every
elementary step → detailed selectivities→ potential
tool to design more performing catalysts
• Single-Event MicroKinetics (SEMK) consist of 
extracting the symmetry factors from the entropic
contribution
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• Probability of finding occupied/unoccupied neighbour surface atoms
• Single-event kinetic coefficient:
• Thermodynamic consistency guaranteed by pple microscopic reversibility
Model equations




















































( )RSAA rforrev 0~exp~~ Δ= 0,, rforareva HEE Δ−=
( )RTEAk a−= exp~~
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Pre-exponential factors
• Entropy change associated to the chemisorption step proportional
to the loss of translational entropy
• Single pre-exponential factors per reaction family










































• Calculated by phenomenological method (UBI/QEP)


















QQ += (“strong” chem. enthalpy)











































Validation on Fe and Co
• Water-Gas Shift (iron oxide phase, 
formate mechanism, 6 additional
elementary reactions)
• Range of experimental conditions:
• Adjustable parameters:
– QC,QH,QO on iron carbide phase (3)
– QH on iron oxide phase (1)
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• Primary-alcohols (CO insertion 
mechanism, 3 additional elementary 
reactions)
• Range of experimental conditions:
• Adjustable parameters:
– QC,QH,QO on cobalt metallic phase 
(3)
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• Significant changes only in atomic chemisorption enthalpies and
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• Chain growth probability:
• At higher temperatures more hydrogenated products and 
















Secondary reactions (Co) 
• Methanol addition
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Secondary reactions (Co) 
• 1-octene addition
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Conclusions
• A single model is able to describe product distributions on
Fe and Co catalysts with physically meaningful parameter 
values
• Single-event concept (entropy differences) allows to
describe the typical deviations observed at lower carbon 
atoms
• 3 activation energies show strong catalyst dependency
• Relations between these activation energies and catalyst
properties should be further investigated
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